
GLEVERING SIMULATED GAME 
Rules and Terms & Conditions 

1. If you have a licence, this should be shown to the organiser on the day 
2. All participants must wear eye and ear protection and a hat when shooting or standing close to an 

active shooting stand. 
3. All guns are to be carried to and from shooting stands in an unloaded condition. 
4. No cartridges greater than 28g load and greater than UK no. 6.5 should be used. Fibre wad only. 
5. No shooting is allowed other than from a designated firing point. 
6. No person should alter, attempt to alter or refill a trap. 
7. Please place empty cartridges and associated rubbish in the bins provided. 
8. Please respect other participants and the shooting ground. 
9. We are entitled to monitor and safety check participants at any time whilst they are on the 

ground. The right is reserved to request any participant to leave the ground without refund. This 
particularly refers to anyone who is deemed to put themselves or others at risk and where the 
behaviour of the participant does not adhere to the rules or safety briefing provided. 

10. We reserve the right to cancel or change the activity for safety purposes. 
11. It is the responsibility of each of the participants to ensure that they are both fit and capable to 

shoot. This includes not drinking alcohol, or having taken drugs that might impair your co-
ordination, or decision making processes prior to shooting. 

12. We reserve the right to refuse participation in the event if it is believed a participant is under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs. 

13. All novice or inexperienced guns are required to make us aware at the time of booking. This is to 
ensure sufficient assistance on the day for safety reasons. 

14. All participants are required to hold personal insurance. This is available from BASC 
(www.basc.org.uk), Guns on Pegs (https://www.gunsonpegs.com/insurance) and CPSA 
(www.cpsa.co.uk). 
 

 I confirm I have read and understand the BASC Shotgun Safety in Great Britain - A Code of 
Practice. 

 I confirm I will comply with the BASC Shotgun Safety in Great Britain - A Code of Practice. 
 I confirm I will comply with all rules and regulations as explained to me at the safety briefing on 

the date of the simulated game day and as stated above. 

Name  
 

Signed  
 

Date  
 

 


